
SUPPLIES: 

ART JOURNALING 101
with Jordan Clark

LESSON 1: 
ART JOURNALING TIPS AND TRICKS

Other supplies
Paint palette, craft 

paper, cup of water, 
scissors, glue, sponge

Maimeri 
Gouache

Primary Set 

• Primary Yellow
• Primary Red Magenta
• Primary Blue Cyan
• Black
• Titanium White

Strathmore 
Watercolor Visual 

Journal 
140lb/300gsm

5.5x8.5"

Strathmore 
300 Series 

Mixed Media 
or Drawing Paper

Any size

Round Brush (#3)

LYRA Rembrandt Polycolor 
12 Color Pencil Set

LYRA Rembrandt

Graphite Pencil HB

Princeton Velvetouch



STEP 2: 
Squeeze out a little bit of each gouache color on your paint 
palette. Use your paintbrush to add a small amount of water to 
one color, then make a swatch of this color on a page in your art 
journal. Repeat this process with each gouache color. Next, try 
mixing colors together to see what hues you can create. Finally, 
make a swatch of a single color by creating a gradient of the 
paint from opaque to translucent. Apply the color to the page 
straight out of the tube, then slowly add more and more water 
to make the color translucent.

STEP 1:
Using your colored pencils, sketch swatches of each color on a 
page in your art journal. Create a gradient of each color from 
dark to light by transitioning from applying the color with more 
pressure on one side to a very light pressure on the other. Then 
make swatches of different colored pencils layered together. 
Choose one color and lightly sketch a swatch, then choose 
another color to layer on top. Use a tissue to slightly blend the 
colors together.

COLOR SWATCHES



ART JOURNAL IDEAS

MONOCHROMATIC SKETCHES:
Choose one colored pencil and doodle 
simple images on a piece of drawing 
paper. Cut these out and glue or tape 
them onto a page in your art journal.

TEXT AND PATTERN:
Use colored pencils to sketch words on a 
page in your art journal. Color in the 
letters and add a shadow. Fill in the 
background with a fun pattern.

GOUACHE CLOUDS:
Use gouache to paint simple clouds. 
Make a color palette of light pink, dark 
pink, indigo, and white. Use the light pink 
to paint the cloud shape, then add dark 
pink for shadow and white for highlight. 
Add indigo to the bottom of the cloud 
for depth.

PAPER BADGE:
Use colored pencils and craft paper to 
create a fun, paper badge. Draw text and 
a simple shape on drawing paper, then 
cut these out. Choose a piece of craft 
paper, cut out an oval, and attach your 
text and shape with glue.



ART JOURNAL IDEAS

PLANET CUT OUTS:
Sketch a small circle on a piece of 
drawing paper. Use colored pencils to 
sketch lines and squiggles across the 
circle. Use a light colored pencil to blend 
all the marks together. Separately, draw a 
ring for the planet. Cut both of these out 
and glue together, then add this to your 
art journal.

COLLAGE PAPER:
Gather pieces of scrap paper. Mix a few 
colors of your choice with gouache. Use a 
kitchen sponge to brush the different 
colors of paint across the paper. Let this 
dry, then use the paper to create collages 
or decorative elements in your art 
journal.

COLLAGE CUT-OUTS:
Use your collage paper to cut out simple 
shapes that you can use to decorate 
pages in your art journal. Optionally, use 
colored pencils to add details to these 
shapes.

COLLAGE PAPER ENVELOPE:
Use the collage paper to make a simple 
envelope. Add details to the envelope 
with colored pencils. Glue this on a page 
in your art journal.



ARRANGE THE DECORATIVE ELEMENTS ON A PAGE
IN YOUR ART JOURNAL


